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1 Introduction

In this white paper, we introduce the Thunder Consensus protocol, a new and provably secure
consensus protocol, which overcomes the two main bottlenecks of classic blockchains:

Throughput: Existing blockchains as employed by major crypto-currencies (e.g., Bitcoin or Ethereum)
require flooding the whole network with all the transactions. As a consequence, these
blockchains do not scale well to handle a large transaction volume. For instance, Bitcoin
and Ethereum can handle less than 10 transactions/second. This small throughput severely
hinders a wide-spread adoption of such crypto-currencies. As a comparison, VISA handles
2000 transactions/sec.

Confirmation times: The security of Nakamoto’s blockchain protocol requires the block-time
to be significantly larger than the maximum network latency [17]; this is why in Bitcoin,
new blocks of transactions get mined every 10 minutes, and a transaction is only consid-
ered confirmed once it has been incorporated in a block and there are 5 subsequent blocks
following it; thus it takes on average one hour for a transaction to be confirmed (with low
confidence). While Ethereum uses a smaller block-time, the average confirmation time still
remains relatively high—approximately 13 minutes. These long confirmation times hinder
many important applications (especially smart contract applications).

Our approach overcomes both of these issues. More precisely, our new Thunder Consensus
protocol, acheives both high throughput and fast confirmation time (under typical circustances
within 2 network roundtrips), while being robust up to a 50% attack.

While we are aware of several other recently suggested approaches for overcoming the above
two bottlenecks, these approaches are either restricted to only payments (and do not handle smart
contracts), or provide security only against a weaker 1/3-attack; additionally, most of these ap-
proaches are based on heuristic arguments, whereas our protocol is accompanied by a rigorous
proof of security; see Section 4 for more details.

The design of Thunder is a new theoretical paradigm for consensus, and provides the first
practical instantiation of this general paradigm. This paradigm can be instantiated using either
Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake.

2 The Thunder Consensus Protocol

The key idea behind Thunder Consensus is to combine a “standard” blockchain—which we will refer
to as the slow chain—with an optimistic fast-path. The fast path is coordinated by a new entity
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referred to as the Accelerator, and requires the use of a committee of “stake-holders”. As long as a)
the Accelerator is acting honestly, b) network conditions are good, and c)> 3/4 of the committee
are honest, we barely need to use the slow-chain at all; instead, transactions can be confirmed
on the fast-path by the committee using an extremely simple and lean fast-path protocol. This
protocol offers both high throughput and instant confirmation of transactions. But the fast-path
only confirms new transactions assuming the-above mentioned good conditions are met. When
they are not (e.g., the Accelerator misbehaves or is under attack), we leverage the “slow chain” to
recover in a provably sound manner.

We proceed to provide a more detailed description of our new consensus protocol.

2.1 Consensus and Blockchains

Roughly speaking, a blockchain is simply a permissionless implementation of a primitive known as
state machine replication, or consensus in the distributed systems literature.

Consensus: A consensus protocol enables maintaining a “linearly ordered log” of transactions in
a distributed fashion such that the following two properties hold:

• Consistency: at any point in the execution, all honest participants have consistent logs of
transactions—that is, either their logs are identical, or one participant’s log is a prefix of the
other’s.
• Liveness: any honest protocol participant can propose to add a transaction; this transaction

is then guaranteed to be incorporated into their logs within some fixed, small amount of time;
additionally, whenever a participant sees some transaction in their log, the same transaction will
appear in every other participant’s log within some fixed, small amount of time.

In essence, these properties mean that from the view of the participants, they are communicating
with a trusted third party that maintains a global, ordered, append-only log of transactions that
anyone can add to—in essence a public ledger. Our goal here is to implement a consensus protocol
in the permissionless setting with high throughput and fast confirmation of transactions.

Blockchains: A formal definition of a blockchain can be found in [17]. Strictly speaking, a
blockchain does not directly give the above-described consistency property; rather, the consistency
property defined for a blockchain is that players have a consistent view of the blockchain when
dropping the last κ blocks, where κ is a security parameter : in other words, the last κ blocks may
be “unstable”, but everything before that has been stabilized (except with exponentially vanishing
probability as a function of the security parameter κ).

Other than the above-mentioned main properties of consistency and liveness, [17] also defines
a notion of bounded chain-growth: the length of the blockchain should grow at a well-define pace,
not to fast and not too slow. We will require the use of a slow-chain that satisfies such bounded
chain-growth.

Pass et al. [17] show that Nakamoto’s protocol satisfies all the above properties once the mining
hardness is appropriately set (as a function of the network delay and total computing power)
assuming that a majority of the mining is done by honest users (a.k.a. “computational honest
majority”). More precisely, the Nakamoto protocol satisfies consistency and liveness if and only if
the mining-hardness is set as a function of the maximum network latency so that the block-time
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(which in the Bitcoin system is set to 10 minutes) significantly exceeds the maximum network
latency. Ethereum’s protocol is related to Nakamoto’s and ought to satisfy them as well.

Security Contexts: We will distinguish between two different conditions on the network partic-
ipants.

• Worst-case conditions W under which the protocol is guaranteed to provide consistency
and liveness (i.e., W are conditions under which the protocol is guaranteed to be secure). In
our case, W will be the conditions that:

1. the underlying slow-chain is secure (which in turn follows from computational honest
majority in the case of Nakamoto’s blockchain); and,

2. a majority of the committee is honest.

Under such worst-case conditions, confirmation times may be slow, and the transaction load
may be limited (just as is the case for Bitcoin and Ethereum).

• Optimistic conditions O under which the transaction volume can be large, and transactions
are “instantly” confirmed. In our case, O will be the conditions:

1. the slow-chain is secure;
2. the Accelerator as is online and honest;
3. > 3

4 of the committee is online and honest.

Our new Thunder Consensus protocol will make use of a simple fast-path protocol in conjunction
with an underlying slow-chain to ensure worst-case security under W, and instant-confirmation
and high-throughput under O. As mentioned above, the key idea is to make use of the “fast-path”
protocol when things work well, and only use the slow-chain to recover from faults.

2.2 A Simple Fast-Path Protocol

Consider first the following simple fast-path protocol:

• We have a designated entity: the Accelerator.

• All new transactions are sent to the Accelerator; the Accelerator bundles up transactions into
micro-blocks, signs each micro-block with increasing sequence numbers seq, and sends out the
signed micro-block to a “committee” of players.

• The committee members “ack” all Accelerator-signed micro-blocks by signing them, but only
ack at most one micro-block per sequence number.

• When a micro-block has received acks (i.e., signatures) from more than 3/4 of the committee
members, we refer to the micro-block as being notarized (and the notarization of the micro-
block is this collection of these signatures.1 Participants can directly output their longest
sequence of consecutive (in terms of their sequence numbers) notarized micro-blocks—all
transactions contained in them are considered confirmed. In this way, the fast-path instantly
finalizes transactions.

1In an actual implementation, one would make use of an aggregate signature scheme to describe the notarization
in a compact form.
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It is easy to prove (and well-known) that this protocol is consistent under the condition Wfast =
“> 1/2 of the committee members are honest”); additionally, it satisfies liveness with instant
confirmation under the conditions Ofast = “1) the Accelerator is online and honest, 2) > 3/4 of the
committee members are online and honest”. In fact, under these optimistic conditions, we only
need 2 communication rounds to confirm a transaction! This approach is extremely practical and
indeed similar protocols are often used in practice—for instance chain.com uses a related protocol
for their permissioned consensus protocol.

The problem with this approach, however, is that the protocol does not satisfy liveness (even
“slow” liveness) under condition Wfast. If the Accelerator is cheating (or is simply taken down from
the network), the protocol halts. (Indeed, in this case chain.com would have to manually fix the
issue, which is impossible in a decentralized setting.)

2.3 How to Recover from Faults

To overcome this problem, we leverage the underlying “slow-chain” which we assume satisfies both
consistency and liveness. Roughly speaking, we deal with this as follows.

Heartbeats: For every length ` of the slow-chain, the Accelerator takes the hash h of the current
log (of the fast path) and sends out the tuple (`, h, seq) (where seq is the current sequence
number) to get notarized by the committee members (who all check that h is correct based
on the history they have seen); we refer to a notarized version of such a tuple (`, h, seq) as a
heartbeat. The Accelerator is subsequently required to post the heartbeat to the slow-chain.

Cool-down: Next, if some user notices that its transaction is not getting confirmed by the ac-
celerator/committee, some “evidence” of this will become apparent on the underlying slow-
chain—as we shall see shortly, the evidence is simply the fact that no heartbeat has been
observed on the slow-chain for a sufficiently long period of time. (Note that by liveness, and
the bounded chain growth properties of the slow-chain, if Accelerator and more than 3/4 of
the committee are online and honest, we are guaranteed that a heartbeat for length ` gets
incorporated close to length `). Whenever such evidence of cheating (i.e., no recent heartbeat
are contained on the slow-chain) has been found, we enter a “cool-down” period, where com-
mittee members stop signing messages from the Accelerator, yet we allow anyone to post any
“new” notarized transactions (which were not included in the most recent heartbeat) to the
slow-chain. The length of the cool-down period is counted in blocks of the slow-chain (say κ
blocks where κ is a security parameter).

Slow mode: Finally, after the cool-down period ends, we can safely enter a “slow period” where
transactions only get confirmed in the slow-chain blockchain (and the fast-path is no longer
active). We stay in the slow-chain for an appropriate amount of time counted in blocks on
the slow-chain (e.g., enough blocks to restore or replace a faulty Accelerator) and can next
reboot with a new epoch of the fast-path protocol; more details on the reboot step can be
found in Section 2.4.

Let us point out the reason for having a cool-down period: Without it, players may disagree on
the set of fast-path transactions that have been confirmed before entering the “slow mode”, and
thus may end up with inconsistent views. The cool-down period enables honest players to post all
notarized transactions they have seen to the slow-chain, and thus (slowly) reach consensus on this
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set of transactions; once we have reached this consistent view (at the end of the cool-down), we
can finally fully switch over to confirming new transactions on the slow-chain.

Collecting evidence of cheating: “yell” transactions It remains to explain how to collect
evidence that the Accelerator (and/or committee) is cheating or is simply “offline”. If a player
notices that his transaction is not getting confirmed by the Accelerator or committee, he can send a
special yell transaction (which contains the transaction it wants to see confirmed) to the underlying
slow-chain. The Accelerator is additionally instructed to confirm all such yell transactions it sees
on the slow-chain.

Now, if a committee member sees some transactions on the slow-chain that have not gotten
notarized within a sufficiently long amount of time—counted in blocks in the slow-chain (say within
κ blocks)—they know that the Accelerator (or a large fraction of the committee members) must be
cheating or offline. At this point, the committee member will stop signing heartbeat messages.

So, as long as just 1/4 of the committee are honest, a cheating Accelerator will be “choked”—
no new heartbeats by Accelerator will be notarized. Consequently, everyone that observes the
slow-chain will enter the “cool-down” phase and subsequently the slow mode.

2.4 How to Reboot the Fast-path

Once we have entered the slow mode where all transactions are being posted on the slow-chain, we
need to have a way to return to the fast path. We consider a few different methods:

Fixed-time back-off: The easiest method is simply to stay in the slow-mode for a fixed (e.g.,
100κ) number of blocks on the underlying slow-chain and switch to “fast-path” confirmation
after these blocks; the hope is that the accelerator can be repaired during this time.

Exponential back-off: Another approach is to use “exponential back-off” (as in the TCP/IP pro-
tocol), where the period we stay in the slow chain starts off as being small, and exponentially
increases if regular heartbeats are not observed.

Voting-based approach: A final approach would instead be to run some form of election on the
underlying slow-chain to elect a new Accelerator.

More generally, we can rely on any back-off method for which the condition to return to the fast-
path is a predicate of the stabilized content of the slow chain (i.e., the slow-chain when dropping
the last κ blocks). (For instance, for fixed-time back-off, the “return” predicate returns true when
100κ blocks have elapsed since we entered the slow-mode, which itself is a property of the contents
of the slow-chain.)

2.5 How to Select the Committee

So far we have deferred the discussion of how the committee is selected. Also here, we may consider
multiple approaches.

Using recent miners: Perhaps the simplest approach is to select the committee as the miners of,
say, the 500 most recent blocks on the slow-chain (as was done in [19]). We note, however, that
to rely on this approach, we need to ensure that the underlying is slow-chain is “fair” [18] in the
sense that the fraction of honestly mined blocks is close to the fraction of honest players. This
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is not the case for Nakamoto’s original blockchain nor Ethereum (see e.g., [12]), but as shown
in [18], any blockchain can be turned into a fair one. If we use this approach, the resulting
protocol will now be consistent and live under simply the condition W =“computational
honest majority” (as this condition implies that a majority of the committee will be honest),
and high-throughput and instant confirmation holds under the optimistic conditions O = “1)
The Accelerator is honest, 2) > 3/4 fraction of the mining power is honest.”

Subsampling from all stake-holders: If the blockchain is used for a cryptocurrency (as we
intend here), we may instead select the committee by subsampling from the recent stake-
holders. This can be done using the method from our earlier work Snow White [10]:

The committee that is active when the slow chain has a length ` is selected based on the
stake-holders when then the slow chain had length `− 2κ by using a selection function that
takes as input the hash of the chain at length `−κ. As explained in more detail in our earlier
work [10], the reasons for the 2κ “look-back” is to prevent against attacks where an attacker
adaptively selects its keys to have a higher probability of getting elected to the committee.
This approach ensures consistency and liveness under the conditions W = “1) the slow-chain
is secure, 2) > 1/2 of the stake holders are honest”; and achieves fast confirmation under
the conditions O = “1) The Accelerator is online and honest, 2) > 3/4 of the stake holders
are online and honest”.

The drawback of this approach is that it may be too optimistic to assume that a majority
of stake-holders are online (and thus the conditions for the fast path may rarely hold). The
next approach deals with that issue.

Subsampling from stake-holders putting down an escrow: Rather than subsampling from
the full set of stake holders, we may instead to stake holders that wish to serve on the
committee to put down an escrow (as a transaction on the slow-chain). Next, we can use the
same subsampling method as above but now subsample only from stake holders that have
put down the escrow (as opposed to all stake-holders).

This approach ensures consistency and liveness under the conditions W = “1) the slow-chain
is secure, 2) > 1/2 of the stake holders with a valid escrow are honest”; and achieves fast
confirmation under the conditions O = “1) The Accelerator is online and honest, 2) > 3/4 of
the stake holders with a valid escrow are online and honest”.

More generally, any committee selection method for selecting the committee when the slow-chain
length is ` which is a function of the stabilized content of the slow-chain works. (The reason the
above concrete instantiations required more care was to make sure that a majority of the committee
is honest.)

3 The Full Thunder Protocol Specification

We here provide the full protocol specification. We let κ be a security parameter: as mentionned
before, we will require the underlying slow-chain to guarantee consistency and liveness except with
negligible probability in κ. (Concrete parameters will be presented in a forthcoming implementation
paper.)
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For simplicity of exposition, we first describe a protocol that starts off in the fast mode and
simply enters the slow mode when the optimistic conditions stop holding; later, in Section 3.4, we
explain how to extend the protocol to enable a “reboot” of the fast mode.

For simplicity, we also assume that each microblock contains just a single transaction tx—in
practice, a microblock will contain a batch of transactions (and our protocol can be extended to
deal with any batching method).

3.1 Notations and Useful Definitions

• The underlying slow-chain. Nodes (a.k.a. “miners”) run an underlying blockchain protocol
referred to as the “slow chain”; we use the notation chain to denote a node’s the view of the
slow chain. We use the notation chain[: `] to denote the prefix of chain upto the `-th block;
we use chain[: −`] to denote chain where the last ` blocks have been removed. (Recall that the
consistency property of a blockchain does not guarantee that everyone has a consistent view of
the whole chains, but they do once the last κ, where κ is a security parameter, blocks—that is
the “unstable blocks” have been removed.) We chain[` : `′] to denote the part of chain from the
`-th block to the `′-th block.

We assume there there is some commonly known starting length `start for the slow-chain at
which we begin the execution of the Thunder Consensus protocol.2.

• Committee selection. We assume that there is a publicly-known function denoted comm which
takes as input the stabilized part of the blockchain chain[: −κ] and outputs a set of committee
members denoted comm(chain[: −κ]). (We discussed a few concrete committee selection methods
in Section 2.5.)

• Micro-blocks: Each micro-block in the fast-path log has the form

(mblock, seq, `, tx)

where seq ∈ N is a sequence number, ` is the slow-chain length associated with the micro-block
(indicating the slow-chain length when this transaction was proposed), and tx is a transaction.

• Heartbeats: A heartbeat has the same form as a micro-block except that the transaction tx is
replaced simply by the hash h of the log: more precisely, a heartbeat has the form

(heartbeat, seq, `, h)

We say that such a heartbeat is associated with slow-chain length `.

• Notarization. Let m be of the form (mblock, seq, `, ) or (heartbeat, seq, `, ). We say that σ is
the notarization of m w.r.t. chain if a) ` ≤ |chain| and b) σ is a valid aggregate signature from
more than 3

4 fraction of the members of comm(chain[: ` − κ]) as well as from the Accelerator.
Whenever chain is clear from context, we simply say that σ is a notarization of m. A node i
considers σ to be a notarization of m if σ is a notarization of m w.r.t. the node i’s view of the
slow-chain.

Finally, a notarized microblock (or heartbeat) is simply a pair consisting of a microblock (or
heartbeat) and a notarization of it.

2Later when we may have multiple epochs of the fast-mode, we can use the slow-chain to reach common knowledge
on the starting length `start.
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• Skipped heartbeats. We say that the slow-chain chain has a skipped heartbeat if there exists
some ` such that a) `start ≤ ` ≤ |chain| − 2κ, and b) chain[` − κ : ` + κ] does not contain a
notarized heartbeat associated with length `.3

• Yell transactions. A yell transaction is a transaction on the slow-chain with a special type-
modifier yell.

3.2 Fast-Mode Protocol

Everyone:

• Storing notarized messages: Upon receiving a message m and a notarization σ of m
(w.r.t. chain), store m and mark m is as being notarized.
• Extracting the log:

a) A lucky sequence is defined to be a sequence of notarized tuples with consecutive sequence
numbers

(T1, 1, `1, ), (T2, 2, `2, ), . . . , (Tk, k, `k, ),

such that

– `1 = `start;
– for every i ∈ [k], Ti ∈ {mblock, heartbeat};
– for every i ∈ [k], `i+1 = `i + 1 if Ti = heartbeat and otherwise `i+1 = `i.

b) Let ` be the first skipped heartbeat in chain[: −κ]. Find a lucky sequence denoted LOGstable

that has been observed so far and is consistent with all heartbeats at lengths `start, `start +
1, . . . , `− 1 in chain[: −κ].

c) Let LOG be a maximal lucky sequence observed so far — if there are ties, break ties
arbitrarily. Output LOGstable concatenated with all transactions in LOG whose sequence
number has not appeared in LOGstable.

• Transitioning to “slow-mode”: If noticing that chain contains a skipped heartbeat, tran-
sition to executing the slow-mode protocol (described below in Section 3.3).

The Accelerator:

• Init: set seq = 0;
• Microblock notarization requests: Upon observing any new transaction tx (either trans-

mitted over the network or part of a yell transaction in chain):

– let seq := seq + 1;
– sign the tuple m = (mblock, seq, |chain|, tx) producing the signature σacc;
– send the notarization request (m,σacc) to the members of comm(chain[: −κ]).

• Heartbeat notarization requests: Whenever the Accelerator notices that the length of
the slow-chain chain has grown by 1:4

– let LOG be the Accelerator’s current fast-path log;

3That is, there exists a 2κ windows in the stabilized part of chain which does not contain its appropriate heartbeat.
4We may without loss of generality assume that the slow chain always grows by at most one step—we can always

emulate a multi-step hop by several one-step hops.
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– let seq := seq + 1;
– sign the heartbeat m = (heartbeat, seq, `,H(LOG)) where H(LOG) is a cryptographic

digest of the fast-path log and ` is the length of the slow-chain before the increment—let
σacc denote the signaure.

– send the notarization request (m,σacc) to the members of comm(chain[: −κ]).

• Notarization: Upon receiving signatures from > 3
4 fraction of comm(chain[: `− κ]) on some

message m of the form (mblock, , `, ) or (heartbeat, , `, ) for which a notarization request
was sent out, compute an aggregate signature σ from the collected signatures as well as the
Accelerator’s own signature on m and broadcast m as well as its notarization σ.

Committee members: Upon receiving a tuplem of the form (mblock, seq, `, tx) or (heartbeat, seq, `, h)
with a valid signature from the Accelerator:

• assert that the node is a member of comm(chain[: `− κ])
• assert that ` is within ±0.5κ of |chain|;
• assert that no other tuple with the sequence number seq has been signed;
• If m is of type mblock, sign m and return the the tuple and signature to the Accelerator.
• If m is of the type heartbeat,

– assert that h = H(LOG′) where LOG′ is the node’s fast-path log up to sequence number
seq− 15

– let TXs∗ be all yell transactions in chain[: −κ]; assert that LOG contains all of them.
– sign m and return the the tuple and signature to the Accelerator.

Clients: Upon receiving a transaction tx:

• Send tx to the accelerator.
• If the transaction has not gotten included in the node’s fast-path log before the slow-chain

has grown by κ steps, broadcast a yell transaction for tx (to the underlying slow-chain).

Miners: Participate in the underlying slow-chain’s mining. The input to the slow-chain protocol
includes:

• every yell transaction the node is aware of that has not yet been included in the slow-chain;
• every notarized heartbeat that has not been included in the slow-chain so far.

3.3 Slow-Mode Protocol

In the slow mode, committee members ignore all messages from the accelerator. Clients propose
transactions only to the slow-chain by broadcasting any new transaction it receives as input.

Miners:

• Let `∗ be the smallest skipped heartbeat that triggered the slow mode.
• Let h∗ be the hash digest inside the heartbeat associated with length `∗ − 1 in chain, and let

LOG∗ be the prefix of the fast-path log that matches the hash h∗.

5If this condition does not hold, store the transaction in an incoming messages buffer until the sequence number
in LOG exceeds seq.
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• Participate in the slow-chain mining; in every round, input to the slow-chain protocol: 1)
every notarized transaction that is not contained in LOG∗ and not in chain; and 2) every
other transaction it has observed (including those inside yell transactions) but has not been
incorporated in LOG∗ or chain yet.

Everyone:

• Broadcast the fast-path log including a notarization on every micro-block.
• Let ` be the earliest block such that chain[: `] contains a skipped heartbeat6.
• Let LOG be the maximal lucky sequence (see Section 3.2) of notarized tuples (T1, 1, `1, tx1),

(T2, 2, `2, tx2), . . . , (TL, L, `L, txL), where each notarized tuple has been observed up until the
end of the cool-down period, i.e., in the prefix chain[: `+2κ]7. If there are multiple such lucky
sequences, let LOG be an arbitrary one.
• Suppose that chain[: −κ] contains heartbeats at consecutive slow-chain lengths `1, `2, . . . , `k,

where `i := `start + i − 1. Let LOGstable be a lucky sequence of notarized tuples consistent
with the hashes of these heartbeats8.
• Output the concatenation of the following in every round:

– LOGstable;

– every tuple in LOG whose sequence number is not included in LOGstable;

– all other transactions contained in chain[: −κ] that have not yet been output (in the same
order as they appear in chain).

3.4 Rebooting the Fast Path

When nodes are in the slow mode, they can reboot a fast path execution again as follows; let start(·)
be some predicate which determines when to leave the slow-mode (examples of such predicates can
be found in Section 2.4).

Let ` be the earliest block such that chain[: `] contains a skipped heartbeat. Let chain∗ be the
shortest prefix of chain such that If ` ≤ |chain∗| − 3κ and start(chain∗[: −κ]) = 1 where start is a
policy-predicate, a node would now enter the fast mode, and reset `start := |chain∗|.

When there are multiple transitions between slow and fast modes, we need to assign a unique
epoch number every time a new fast mode is initiated. All mblock and heartbeat messages should
be additionally tagged with the epoch number (for simplicity, our earlier description omitted this
epoch number). Finally, when there are multiple epochs (where each epoch contains a fast mode
followed by a slow mode), nodes should sequentially output the logs of all epochs one by one (our
above description explained how to output the log from one such epoch).

3.5 Security for the Paranoid

Consistency and liveness of the Thunder consensus protocol only holds under the (worst-case)
conditions W that 1) the slow-chain is secure and 2) > 1/2 of the committee members are honest.

6As an optimization in practice, it suffices to check the part of the slow-chain chain[`start − κ : `]
7if `+ 2κ exceeds |chain|, we round it down to |chain|.
8If such a lucky sequence has not been observed, query nodes on the network for such a lucky sequence; and before

a reply is obtained, just output the same log as the previous round.
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But what happens if more of the committee members get corrupted (but the slow-chain remains
secure)? Let us consistency and liveness separately:

• Paranoid Consistency: First, note that as long as the Accelerator is acting honestly, consis-
tency remains intact even if the whole committee gets corrupted. On the other hand, if both
the Accelerator and a majority of the committee are corrupted, then consistency on the fast
path may no longer hold—that is, a malicious coalition of the committee and the Accelerator
can “double sign” a sequence number and thereby create a double spending.

However, a paranoid user (that e.g., received a large transaction) can always make sure that
the money it received was not double spent, as follows: the user waits until the transaction
gets incorporated into a heartbeat on the stabilized part of the slow-chain. This gives the
guarantee that the transaction cannot get reversed.

• Paranoid Liveness: Liveness is intact as long as only 1/4 of the committee is honest—this
suffices for “choking” the Accelerator and then returning to the slow-chain. Thus, the only
way transactions can be “filtered” by the Accelerator is if both the Accelerator and 3/4 of
the committee members are corrupted. Under those conditions, it is possible that a yell

transaction does not get confirmed, yet the committee falsely signs the heartbeat anyways.

So, to conclude, a user can guarantee that a transaction can never be reversed (assuming the
slow-chain is secure) if she is willing to wait until the heartbeat gets confirmed, even if both the
Accelerator and the whole committee are corrupt. Thus, in terms of consistency, we get the same
level of security as the underlying slow-chain—even under the most paranoid conditions—as long as
a user wait for the amount of time it takes for the slow-chain to confirm transactions. (Additionally,
note that any attack on consistency (i.e., a “double signing”) by a committee member is publicly
verifiable; any such behavior can be further discourage by having the committee member “punished”
(e.g., by loosing its seat on the commitee and potentially also an escrow).) And liveness hold as
long as less than 3/4 of the committee is corrupted.

4 Comparison with Related Initiatives

We provide some comparisons with related initiatives.

• Offchain payment channels (e.g., Lightning Networks [1] and Raiden networks [2]) and state
channels [11, 15] support fast offchain payments, but existing systems offer little to no smart
contract programming support; moreover, parties need to engage in a-priori setup.

• Several initiatives rely on classical-style consensus to build a decentralized cryptocurrency.
Zilliqa [3] relies on PBFT [9] to reach consensus and uses proof-of-work to establish identi-
ties. Their approach is reminiscent of our own prior work Hybrid Consensus [19]. Since then
we have made a conscious decision to steer away from this approach: 1) PBFT is tolerant of
only < 1

3 corruptions (c.f. our approach tolerates minority corruptions); 2) PBFT requires
more rounds of voting in the normal path and thus is at least twice slower than our protocol—
notably, recent works have shown that decades of research on making PBFT faster turn out to
be flawed [6]); 3) PBFT-based protocols are complicated, difficult for implement correctly, and
costly to maintain whereas in comparison our protocol is conceptually much simpler and thus
friendly to implementation and large-scale deployment [13, 16]; and 4) PBFT-like protocols are
less robust than blockchain-style protocols in a large-scale deployment [20,21].
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• Algorand [14] designs a new, synchronous state machine replication protocol and builds a cryp-
tocurrency on top. They also tolerate only 1

3 corruptions; moreover their approach requires
complete redesign of the consensus layer and cannot be used to accelerate an existing blockchain.

• Several works rely on a DAG-based approach [4,23] (rather than chain-based) to prevent double-
spending. These works do not realize our notion of a public ledger; neither do they support smart
contracts.

• Dfinity’s approach [5] relies on offchain voting on blocks to reach finality in 2 blocks of time.
Their approach improves speed but not throughput. Further, they do not provide formal proofs
of security and thus the protocol’s correctness remains unclear.

• Finally, Ethereum’s Casper [7, 8] and the elegant Plasma framework by Poon and Buterin [22]
are conceptually related to ours. Casper also relies on offchain voting on blocks, but they do so
to checkpoint blocks and not to improve speed and throughput. Plasma provides a framework
for building offchain shards relying on an underlying blockchain; our approach Thunder fits
within this Plasma’s vision.
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